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DESCRIPTION
Over the last twenty-five years, Robin Rimbaud -- Scanner has traversed the
experimental terrain between sound, space and image, connecting a
bewilderingly diverse array of genres -- a partial list would include sound design,
film scores, computer music, avant-garde, contemporary composition, large-scale
multimedia performances, product design, architecture, fashion design, rock music
and jazz. Fibolae offers up a world that splinters between melancholia and
penetrating energy. Inhale opens the album in an intimate manner, introduced with
answer phone messages from those that have slipped away in recent years, from 
John Balance of Coil, DJ Tom De Werdt of Lowlands Distribution, John
Everall of Sentrax Records, his mother, his brother, his grandmother and more,
before exploding into a blinding percussive attack with twin drummers battling
against a hovering melodic tension. Combining digital technologies, software and
live instrumentation Fibolae is both a rhetoric of mourning and a celebration of
music to empower. Warm, organic, sensual, passionate and frequently angry, it's
an album that radiates with possibilities. Originally released on limited vinyl in
2017, it has been repressed in 2021. CD version includes extra track.

"Fibolae is deeply personal, where a melancholy mood underscores moments. This
introspective album roams depths of emotion through a refined range of textures."
--The Wire.

"Wonderfully strange and wholly captivating. Both colossal and imperious, tender
and regretful. A consummate and compelling achievement." --Uncut 

TRACKLISTING
01. Inhale
02. Footpaths
03. Nothing Happens Because of a Single Thing
04. Seaven Teares
05. Caesura
06. Spirit Cluster
07. Reforged
08. Thunder and Cathode
09. Eyeout
10. Savage is Savage
11. Exhale*

*CD-only track.

HIGHLIGHTS
Over the last twenty-five years, Robin Rimbaud -- Scanner has traversed the
experimental terrain between sound, space and image, connecting a
bewilderingly diverse array of genres.
Fibolae offers up a world that splinters between melancholia and penetrating
energy.
Combining digital technologies, software and live instrumentation Fibolae is
both a rhetoric of mourning and a celebration of music to empower.
Originally released on limited vinyl in 2017.
CD version includes extra track.
Official web sites:
http://scannerdot.com/

Also available:
(EDRM 427CD) SCANNER: Mass Observation (Expanded) CD [739027482765]
(MIA 045LP) DAVIS & SCANNER, GARETH: Footfalls LP [880918237053]
(SR 151CD) SCANNER/DAVID SHEA: Free Chocolate Love CD
[5411867111511]
(SR 227CD) SCANNER + DESSY: Play Along CD [5411867112273]
(SR 341CD) SCANNER: Colofon & Compendium 1991-1994 CD
[5411867113416]
(SR 341LP) SCANNER: Colofon & Compendium 1991-1994 2LP
[5411867333418]
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